IT IS A CRIME TO HIDE:15-08-2012

Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
or P.O. Box 1271, Albury NSW 2640
1800 199 010 - 1800 060 063

Spence

Atkinson

Doonan

Our ref:1011207845488 or Phone Paul Conde complaints 132569 ext
10353 - PO Box 9990 Hobart Tas, for ATO approved solution to protect
Bne. ATO investigator Tony Coburn and his team

07 3213 5181 as a

S. Court witness to confirm (i) yes my Barrister is a criminal. (ii) Under
witness Coburn has been refused the right to act as a ‘whistleblower’.
(iii) Conde has written to me to withdraw this crown evidence, as proof
of 10yrs of Police threats and cover up’s to cheat the Treasury Dept. the
Perth ATO estimate at $460,311. So answer the Perth ASIC question
“Who stole your money?”

Bright accepts apology
for mother’s ATO / CBA /
QDPP Davida William’s
MOB Barrister scam!
Ref Policelink 131444

Insp. B W Cross 6 photo re-enactment of bikie nun-chucker attack.

Step 1/ The fraudulent CBA loan agreement.***
Step

2/ The initial $30,000 paid to prove the protection racket and laundered ATO money trail
correction.***

Step 3/ The body of this crime:- (i) Our Accountant Tim Allen's $10,000 paid for 'damages confession' of

guilt, as a brief to our 2002-3 superfund tax loss. (ii) Baseline Civil Engineers loss report. (iii) The
insurance assessor loss report. (A blueprint of Case 422/2000-2 HP of the hidden $10,000 EPA model by
the ex-QDPP MOB Barrister Davida Williams plus the Rev. Michael Veary's hidden Police Crime
Report on racketeering and assault. TBC) *** Therefore:-

JUSTICE

EARN

HOW TO SOLVE THIS SITE SOLUTIONS SCAM
1. a/ Use the CBA approved valuation by JF & Pike Civil Engineers. b/ The QDPP quote “We need hard
headed business people like you who never give up.” (As proven prison reform consultants
where fraud is taken as a joke, for prisoners to serve their time and then spend their profits
from crime.) Police Admin directed I set out this case for CIB Det. Mark Hughes to lay criminal
charges. SO WHY WERE CHARGES NOT LAID? c/ Instead of the ATO acting on our accountants
'damages confession', the ATO passed off and used it's Risk Management policy to claim half of
what was left of our HEHS superfund after the CBA / ASIC Bne cartel cover-up and the sabotage of
the 'Site Solutions' scam. The ATO must work with ASIC Perth, who acknowledged this scam as a
standard racketeering procedure. d/ Starting our superfund subdivision at 58yrs of age, I am now
71yrs old, so as Centrelink and Atkinson have explained the Crown have an over 70 protection policy
to allow us to live on what is left of our superfund, on the understanding that they claim on our estate,
where by law I am the key primary witness and victim and are accountable for our superfund
beneficiaries. The crime is that I will not be there as superfund director to protect our
superfund victims.
2. a/ Therefore you must accept the standard Police medical report / Redland Bay Hospital procedure,
refer Insp. Janelle Harm, that I am of sound mind. Therefore, I demand ATO closure prior to my
death. I was given legal advice by the Qld Bar Association that not one Qld Barrister will defend my
case against the CBA. (If this Police $1m budget was to fail our community cabinet solution.) b/ I
believe crime prevention is the solution and this explains in part why Doonan had me fraudulently
charged with child molestation. I support the Police, QLS, ACCC, ASIC, APRA, Fair Trading Act, etc,
to upgrade the Little Black Book of Scams, to educate and train all Australians from a High
School level. TO DEMAND JUSTICE NOT CHARACTER ASSASSINATION. See over for QLS
details to 14 Judges court transcripts to this QLS reported “BEST CASE FOR LAW REFORM.”

Centrelink
Inheritance Scam
giving options to:-

Manager Brett Stevens,
CBA, BCC / IID, DVA, RAAF, RSL / Gold Card No QX 072250,
Q. Premier C. Newman's promised press release,
P.M. Gillard for Prof. Paul Wilson criminologist work experience student's QLS solution.

1. As research, development and simulation training is our international area of expertise,
consider the ACCC / ASIC ban on pyramid sales as a proven sales protection racket to solve
(i) these Ponzi, AWB / RICO, CBA / Storm Investment convoluted style scams to trick
investors. (ii) For example, my mother for $110,000 to mortgage her home to fund these
scams out of their own investment capital. (iii) Threat to pay a false protection subdivision
invoice for $47,691, (iv) to fund the 'Site Solutions' scam, (v) or lose her home as a 1% Badja
Pty Ltd / superfund shareholder condition to her loan. (vi) The proven subprime mortgage
loan scam, another time bomb scam controlled by increased interest charges paid for upfront
instead of in proportion to the loan. To provide a fraudulent debt free property return to the
bank after a planned 5-10yr period to gain the inflated benefit. (vii) The 'Site Solutions'
scam controlled by Police abandoned construction site bullying, violence and sabotage to
gain a false liquidation to become creditors to pay the corrupt racketeering RICO style
kickbacks and bribes. (viii) Asst. Comm. Doonan's confirmed Police Risk Management Dept.,
a Police inside trading cartel to provide character assassination to hide this CBA scam.
(ix) Now focus on the proven Nigerian Inheritance scam to promise to inherit $millions as a
trick or illusion to gain a fraudulent 'come-on' style handling charge. (x) To expose the
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson's Centrelink confirmed ATO act of abandonment for 9yrs,
then set the precedence to falsely claim $460,311 plus interest as half of what was left of our
superfund, then collect the rest with added costs and interest charges, cheating my partner
and family after my death.*** (The fear of losing the family home.)
2. a/ The scam to bypass the failed fraudulent 14 Judges style legal action to wait until the over
70yr olds are deceased to work on the 'soft option' to automatically garnish our estate. b/
Therefore, we demand an answer for this 'community cabinet' QDPP Justice Minister Rod
Welford's apology for a failed Police Admin, P. Union, P. Prosecution and P. Media 6 step
'ATO time bomb' solution. This was exposed by P.M. Gillard as a forced, quote “Fire Sale”
concept to fund the Police Minister Spence's requested ($1m) budget to lay criminal charges
for this Supreme Court warning, to a 5yr gaol term, as the penalty to gain THE ATO RETURN
AS THE PROFITS FROM RACKETEERING. Criminal Code Sect 399 explains the QLS
request to prove 'ABANDONMENT IS FRAUD'! Therefore with a Supreme Court mediation
order for Supreme Court ordered discovery as to why the CBA paid me $25,000 to admit
liability and sack their Loans Manager. See over for Prof. Paul Wilson's Police preferred
Centrelink / ATO correction.

TO
ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD

To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION
IS THE SOLUTION

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

